PHOTOGRAPHY FAMILIES

Independent Lab:
- PHOTO 090L – Black and White Lab Practices (revised title)
- PHOTO 091L – Digital Lab Practices (revised title)

Fundamentals:
- PHOTO 155 – Photography
- PHOTO 160 – Black and White Photography
- PHOTO 195 – Color Photography

Fine Art:
- PHOTO 171 – Handmade Books
- PHOTO 180 – Documentary and Landscape Photography
- PHOTO 185 – Experimental Photography
- PHOTO 280 – View Camera
- PHOTO 285 – Concept

Commercial:
- PHOTO 190 – Studio
- PHOTO 200 – Portrait
- PHOTO 210 – Wedding
- PHOTO 295 – Professional Practices

Photojournalism:
- PHOTO 215 – Photojournalism